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Chapter 4071: The Fourth Level of the Supreme Immortal Celestial Body 

 

“I miscalculated,” Jian Wushuang thought. “I thought I could only attract Emperor Rain by letting the 

Devil Flame attack the Blood Thunder Cliff. I didn’t expect Emperor Rain to come, but the First Elder of 

the Thunder God Palace is following me?” 

The appearance of the First Elder of the Thunder God Palace was indeed unexpected to Jian Wushuang. 

However, it was not his miscalculation. After all, the reason why the First Elder of the Thunder God 

Palace came was just an accident. 

If the First Elder had not happened to meet Emperor Rain in the Thunder God Palace and sensed that 

something was wrong, there would not have been an ultimate level Ruler rushing here. 

This was an accident for Jian Wushuang, not a miscalculation. 

The real miscalculation was his judgment of the Ultimate Ruler’s strength. 

“I thought that as long as I combined the use of universal principles with sword principle and reached 

the first realm of the Purple Blood Secret Manual, I would be able to fight an Ultimate Ruler head-on. 

But now it seems that’s not the case,” Jian Wushuang said. 

He had just fought with the First Elder of Thunder God Palace. 

Although it was only a one-time fight, Jian Wushuang could already feel the huge difference in strength 

between him and his opponent. 

The ultimate level Ruler was much more powerful than the fifth level Ruler, much more powerful than 

Jian Wushuang had expected. 

Although it seemed that he had directly cut the giant palm of the First Elder of Thunder God Palace into 

two, in fact, Jian Wushuang knew very well that he had used all his strength in that sword attack, he had 

displayed his strongest swordsmanship, and the power of all his techniques had reached its peak. 

The First Elder of the Thunder God Palace had just casually attacked. 

“If the First Elder of the Thunder God Palace attacked with all his strength in a head-on confrontation, I 

would definitely not be his match. Perhaps I can only truly fight against him if I use all my trump cards,” 

Jian Wushuang said in a deep voice. 

In terms of trump cards, the sword formation, the dragon-killing secret skill, and the original universe, 

which were his innate divine abilities granted by the universal principles, were all his trump cards. 

However, Jian Wushuang would not use these trump cards easily, but once he used them, his strength 

would increase dramatically in a short period of time. 

“In the previous situation, with the great elder of the Thunder God Palace around, I’m afraid I won’t be 

able to do anything to Emperor Rain even if I use all my strength. After this battle, Emperor Rain will 



definitely be very careful in his actions. I’m afraid it’s impossible for me to attack him again,” Jian 

Wushuang muttered. 

It was likely that Emperor Rain was not the only one. After this battle, Emperor Rain would definitely tell 

all the high-level experts of the Thunder God Palace about his purpose of coming here. The top-level 

experts of the Thunder God Palace would definitely be extremely vigilant, they would be on guard 

against him at all times. It would be ten times more difficult for him to attack the top-level experts of the 

Thunder God Palace. 

“Husband.” Leng Rushuang looked at Jian Wushuang. She knew that Jian Wushuang was unwilling to 

accept this. 

“It’s okay.” Jian Wushuang shook his head, “After this battle, I won’t be able to attack the top experts of 

the Thunder God Palace for a while. Well, I’ll wait for a while and cultivate the fourth level of the 

Supreme-level undying celestial body first. Then I’ll have a way to deal with the Thunder God Palace,” 

Jian Wushuang said. 

“Okay.” Leng Rushuang nodded slightly. 

Then, Jian Wushuang found a hidden place in the Nine Luminaries Star Field and stayed there for the 

time being. 

Jian Wushuang directly began to cultivate in seclusion. 

What he cultivated was naturally the fourth level of the supreme eternal celestial body. 

Previously, many treasures needed to cultivate the fourth level of the supreme eternal celestial body 

had already been in his hands. What he needed to do now was to carefully comprehend them and with 

the help of these treasures, he could truly cultivate the fourth level of the supreme eternal celestial 

body. 

This process was not difficult, but it would take some time. 

In the blink of an eye, 3,000 years had passed. 

In the secret chamber, Jian Wushuang’s divine body had reached the final stage of transformation. 

Finally, with the explosion of Jian Wushuang’s divine body, Jian Wushuang suddenly opened his eyes, 

and a ray of hot light burst out. 

“Haha, it worked!” Jian Wushuang laughed in surprise. 

After meditating in the secret chamber for 3,000 years and with the help of many treasures, he finally 

cultivated the fourth level of the supreme eternal celestial body. 

In fact, it took Jian Wushuang more than 10,000 years to cultivate the second and third levels of the 

supreme eternal celestial body. The fourth level was even more difficult than the first three levels, 

however, it only took Jian Wushuang 3,000 years to cultivate it, mainly because after he broke through 

to the Ruler realm, his vision and comprehension speed were much faster than before, whether it was 

comprehension or cultivation, naturally, the speed was also faster. 



“As expected, once I cultivate the fourth level of the supreme eternal celestial body, my divine body will 

undergo a huge transformation. After the transformation, the strength of my divine body should be 

comparable to an ordinary low-grade Principle Supreme Treasure.” Jian Wushuang looked around his 

divine body, feeling the strength of his divine body and the enormous power hidden in it, he was 

extremely excited. 

Previously, when he had completed the third level, his body was comparable to a universe supreme true 

treasure, which was still powerful enough. 

However, a universe supreme true treasure and a Principle True Treasure were completely different. 

Now that he had completed the fourth level of the supreme undying body, his divine body was 

comparable to an ordinary low-grade Principle True Treasure. In terms of the strength of his divine 

body, it was more than a hundred times stronger? 

The stronger his divine body was, the more powerful his body defense and defense would be. Even the 

power contained in his divine body would be more astonishing. 

Jian Wushuang could clearly sense that the power released by his divine body alone was close to the 

power of a fifth-level Ruler. 

Under the amplification of the power of the will given by the universal principle, the power of his divine 

body could be directly magnified by ten times. In other words, the power of Jian Wushuang’s divine 

power had also been greatly enhanced. His overall strength…had increased by another level. 

“Now I am qualified to compete with an ultimate level Ruler,” Jian Wushuang said with a smile. 

In the past 3,000 years, he had only fought with the First Elder of Thunder God Palace once, and then he 

immediately left. At that time, he could see that there was a big gap between his strength and his 

opponent’s. 

However, now that he had cultivated the fourth level of the supreme immortal celestial body, his divine 

body’s strength had soared, and his overall strength had increased by another level. If he met the First 

Elder of Thunder God Palace again, perhaps there would still be a gap in strength, but at least Jian 

Wushuang now had the confidence to face him. 

Moreover, the most terrifying thing about the increase in the strength of his divine body was its 

protective ability. 

The protective ability of his divine body, which was comparable to an inferior-grade principle supreme 

treasure, was so heaven-defying that even the attack of an ultimate level Ruler would not cause much 

damage to Jian Wushuang’s divine body, moreover, Jian Wushuang was also protected by the armor of 

an inferior-grade principle supreme treasure. 

Chapter 4072: Stand By 

 

The protective ability of the low-grade Principle True Treasure armor alone was already powerful 

enough. The attack of a Ruler at the ultimate level was enough to strike the low-grade Principle True 



Treasure armor, 10% of its power can pass through the treasure armor into the body of God is good 

enough. 

The remaining 10% of its power could barely shake Jian Wushuang’s divine body, which was comparable 

to a lower-grade principle supreme treasure armor. 

Jian Wushuang was a perfect life. His divine power was as vast as the sea, and his endurance was much 

stronger than that of ordinary cultivators. 

“The armor of a low-grade principle-type true treasure is combined with a divine body that is 

comparable to a low-grade principle-type true treasure. If I’m not mistaken, ordinary final-level Rulers 

can’t hurt me at all. Only some experts among final-level Rulers or some top-notch existences can really 

hurt me. As for killing me, among final-level Rulers, perhaps only those who are more heaven-defying 

and have already comprehended a part of the universe’s principles are able to do so,” Jian Wushuang 

said with a smile. 

Ultimate Rulers were already experts in the universe, and there were not many of them. In total, there 

were only about 20 Ultimate Rulers in the ancient and well-established Great Star Field like the Nine 

Luminaries Great Star Field. 

Ultimate Rulers who had comprehended the universe principles were even rarer. Even in the deepest 

part of the universe, there were not many such Rulers. However, the Nine Luminaries Great Star Field 

was only close to the depths, after all, it was not in the depths of the universe, Jian Wushuang had read 

about the Ultimate Rulers in the Nine Luminaries Star Field. He knew that there was not even one 

Ultimate Ruler who had comprehended the universe principles in the entire Nine Luminaries Star Field. 

Even the strongest palace Ruler of the Thunder God Palace, who was considered to be at the top level 

among the Ultimate Rulers, was still far from the Ultimate Ruler who had comprehended the universe 

principles. 

This meant that no one could kill him in the Nine Luminaries Galaxy unless there was a hidden Ultimate 

Ruler or a hidden supreme expert. 

With such a powerful body-protection ability, Jian Wushuang was naturally confident. 

“If I want to get what I want from the Thunder God Palace, I have to find a way to make the palace 

compromise. However, my body-protection ability is strong, but my offensive ability is only close to that 

of an Ultimate Ruler. This strength alone is not enough to make the palace compromise. It seems that I 

have to prepare well.” Jian Wushuang narrowed his eyes slightly. 

Soon, he walked out of the secret chamber, stayed with Leng Rushuang and Devil Flame, and soon 

arrived at the Nine Emperor Pavilion. 

“Blood Sword, my friend.” Feixue, one of the supervisors of the Nine Emperor Pavilion, continued to 

receive Jian Wushuang and the other two. 

“Supervisor Feixue, I have some venom in my hand. Take a look.” Jian Wushuang waved his hand and 

took out jade bottles. 

Each of these jade bottles contained a drop of venom, a total of nine drops. 



In fact, there were twelve drops in total. Jian Wushuang had used one drop to kill Thunder Star Lord, 

and the other two drops had been refined during his journey. They were hidden in his Wuqi Divine 

Sword. 

Since they were already refined, Jian Wushuang naturally did not take them out. 

“Venom?” 

Feixue took the jade bottles, opened the stopper, and carefully observed them for a while, then she 

smiled and said, “Blood Sword, your poison is of high quality. It should be produced by a Poison Ruler 

who is an Ultimate Ruler. The value of this poison is not bad. I can give you one drop of it for 1,000 

universe origin stones.” 

Jian Wushuang nodded slightly. 

Back in the Purple Micro Galaxy, Ballmer had given him the same price. 

“Buy all nine drops of Venom for me. In addition, I need a few drops of higher-level venom,” Jian 

Wushuang said. 

“Huh?” Feixue could not help looking at Jian Wushuang in surprise. “Higher-level venom? My friend 

Blood Sword, what are you…” 

“It’s none of your business what I want to do. Just give me the venom,” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Of course,” Feixue said with a smile again, “but the nine drops of venom are of high quality and 

extremely valuable. Under normal circumstances, one drop of venom can easily kill a Ruler at the 

pinnacle of the fifth level. Even an ultimate level Ruler will be severely injured if he is not killed by this 

drop of venom. A higher level venom is the kind of venom that will kill even an ultimate level Ruler!” 

“Yes, that’s what I want,” Jian Wushuang said in a low voice. 

He was determined to make a move against Thunder God Palace, and he had to make it compromise. 

Since he wanted to make it compromise, he had to make it fear him. However, he was not strong 

enough, so he could only rely on this terrifying venom. 

Once he had two or three drops of this venom and refined them into the Wuqi Divine Sword, it would be 

equivalent to Rulering several killing weapons. He could kill the ultimate level Ruler of Thunder God 

Palace if he was not careful! 

This was what truly terrified the Thunder God Palace. 

“Blood Sword, although I don’t know why you want this venom, I have to tell you in advance that this 

venom, which can kill an ultimate level Ruler in one drop, is mostly refined by a Poison Ruler at the 

Supreme-level. It’s also extremely difficult to use this venom. If you are not careful, you will die first, not 

to mention killing your enemies,” Feixue said solemnly. 

“I know that.” Jian Wushuang nodded. 

He knew that, but it was not a problem for him. After all, his soul was invincible. He would not really die 

during the process of refining the poison. At most, his soul would be destroyed a few more times. 



“Well, since you already know, I won’t say anymore. There are three types of venom that can easily kill 

an Ultimate Ruler that I can find for you in the Nine Emperor Pavilion. Two of the three types of venom 

are personally refined by a Supreme-level Poison Ruler, and the other one is refined by a Supreme-level 

Poison Ruler. Although he is only a Ruler, his ability to refine venom is no worse than those Supreme-

level Poison Rulers,” Feixue said. 

“What’s the price of these three poisons?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

“The first two poisons refined by Supreme-level Poison Rulers cost 8,000 universe origin stones each. As 

for the poison refined by the Ultimate Ruler Poison Ruler, it’s much cheaper. It only costs 5,000 universe 

origin stones,” Feixue said. 

“So expensive!” Jian Wushuang gasped. 

“Expensive? 

“Actually, it’s already considered cheap.” Feixue smiled and said, “Blood Sword, you should know that 

the venom is personally refined by a Supreme-level Poison Ruler. Each drop contains the blood and 

sweat of a Supreme-level expert. If used well, this drop of venom can easily kill those Ultimate Rulers 

who stand at the top. If it’s not because the venom itself is too corrosive and difficult to use, the value of 

this venom is much more than that.” 

Chapter 4073: Everything Was Ready 

 

Jian Wushuang could understand. 

After all, it was a poison concocted by a Supreme-level Poison Ruler. One drop was enough to easily 

destroy an ultimate level Ruler, so it was normal for it to be a little more expensive. 

If it was not because the way the poison was used was too harsh and difficult, the price would probably 

be even more expensive. 

“8,000 universe origin stones for one drop. I just bought nine drops of Venom and only got 9,000 

universe origin stones. Even with all the resources I have left, I can’t buy two drops of such venom. It 

seems that I can only settle for the second best,” Jian Wushuang thought. 

“Supervisor Feixue, give me two drops of venom for each drop of 5,000 origin stones,” Jian Wushuang 

said. 

“Sure. Two drops of poison, 10,000 origin stones in total,” Feixue said. 

Jian Wushuang immediately gave Feixue the origin stones he had obtained after selling the nine drops of 

poison. Then, he took out 1,000 origin stones from his accumulation. 

“My friend Blood Sword, there is one more thing I have to remind you. Even if you manage to refine the 

poison, you can only use it in a simple way. For example, you can merge it into your magic weapon and 

then let the poison corrode the opponent’s divine body during the attack. However, there is a 

prerequisite for this method. Your magic weapon must come into contact with the opponent’s divine 

body. In other words, you must really attack the opponent’s divine body,” Feixue said. 



“Of course, I know that,” Jian Wushuang said. 

Feixue did not say anything more and immediately went down to prepare the two drops of venom. 

Soon, Feixue brought the two drops of brand-new venom to Jian Wushuang. 

The two drops of venom were completely black and ink-like. Although they were in a jade bottle, when 

Jian Wushuang’s soul power came into contact with them, his body and mind became completely cold 

and his soul almost froze. 

“As expected, these two drops of venom are much more powerful than the one I got from Nine 

Whiskers.” Jian Wushuang’s eyes were shining. 

Without a doubt, any one of these two drops of venom could be fatal to an Ultimate Ruler. 

Jian Wushuang left the Nine Emperor Pavilion with the two drops of venom. Then he found a new place 

and began to refine the two drops of venom. 

It was even more difficult to refine such a high-level venom. 

It took Jian Wushuang a long time to barely refine one drop of the inferior venom he got from Nine 

Whiskers, and he also spent a lot of energy. 

Of course, the current Jian Wushuang was definitely different from before. 

Not only had he made great progress in strength, but he also had sufficient experience in refining the 

venom. Therefore, it did not take him too long to refine it again, although the level was higher. 

After 2,000 years, Jian Wushuang had completely refined the two drops of Venom into his Wuqi Divine 

Sword. On average, he had refined one drop every 1,000 years. 

“I’ve already refined the fourth level of the supreme imperishable celestial body, and I’ve completely 

mastered the two drops of venom, which are worth 10,000 universe origin stones. They have become 

my trump card. Now, everything is ready. Even if I have more time, my strength and skills won’t be able 

to improve any further!” 

“It’s time to find the Thunder God Palace.” 

Jian Wushuang narrowed his eyes, which were filled with a fierce light. 

He was definitely going to attack the Thunder God Palace. There was no doubt about that. 

It was just that when he attacked 5,000 years ago, his strength was obviously not enough. But now, it 

was almost enough. 

“Husband, what are you going to do this time? Do you have a plan?” Leng Rushuang looked at him. 

“I’ve already thought of a plan. To be exact, I don’t have a plan. I’ll just kill them,” Jian Wushuang said 

with a smile. 

“Kill them? Husband, are you going to…” Leng Rushuang looked surprised and worried. 



“Don’t worry. After I’ve cultivated the fourth level of the Supreme-level undying celestial body, almost 

no one can kill me except for the Supreme-level. As for the Thunder God Palace, although there are 

three final-level Rulers, I’m confident that I can deal with them,” Jian Wushuang said with a confident 

smile. 

“Shuang ‘er, you and Devil Flame stay in the universe boat and wait for my news,” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Okay.” Leng Rushuang nodded. 

Jian Wushuang immediately set off for the Thunder God Palace. 

The Thunder God Palace was one of the four most powerful forces in the Nine Luminaries Galaxy. It had 

a deep foundation and many experts. There were three ultimate level Rulers. 

5,000 years ago, although Jian Wushuang had attacked the Thunder God Palace once, he only wanted to 

attack one of the highest levels of the palace. That was why he lured Emperor Rain out, but he did not 

expect to fail in the end. 

But now, Jian Wushuang did not plan to hide his attack for the second time. 

He wanted to directly attack the Thunder God Palace and use his absolute strength to make the palace 

compromise and bow down to him. 

“Before I really go to the nest of the Thunder God Palace, I should first get some chips.” Jian Wushuang 

smiled. He did not go to the nest of the Thunder God Palace, but went to the Purple Thunder Star World 

under the command of the Thunder God Palace. 

There were eight level one star worlds in the nine Great Star Fields, which were still in the evolution 

stage. These eight level one star worlds were controlled by the four strongest forces in the Nine 

Luminaries Great Star Field. 

The Purple Thunder Star World was a level one star world under the control of the Thunder God Palace. 

It must be known that the Thunder God Palace was very powerful in the Nine Luminaries Great Star 

Field and had countless star worlds under its command. For example, there were dozens of level two 

star worlds under the command of the Thunder God Palace. 

Because it had so many second-class star worlds under its command, the Thunder God Palace did not 

pay much attention to Jian Wushuang when he destroyed the Blood Thunder Cliff. 

But the first-class Star Worlds were different. 

There were only eight first-class star worlds in the Nine Luminaries Star Field, and the Thunder God 

Palace only had two. 

These two first-class star worlds were very important to the Thunder God Palace. 

But today, Jian Wushuang arrived in the first-class astral world, the Purple Thunder Star World. 

The Purple Thunder Star World had a Supreme Holy Land, the Purple Thunder Region, which was 

occupied by the experts of the Thunder God Palace. The palace had also sent many experts to guard this 

place all year round, moreover, there was a powerful magic array around the Purple Thunder Region. 



This magic array was extremely strong, and unless one was an ultimate level Ruler, it would be difficult 

for anyone to break it. 

In addition, the Purple Thunder Star World and the Thunder God Palace were connected by a cosmic 

tunnel. If something big happened in the Purple Thunder Star World, the experts of the Thunder God 

Palace could come here as soon as possible to rescue them, this made the status of the Thunder God 

Palace in the Purple Thunder Star World Unshakable. 

In the void above the Purple Thunder Region, a figure stood there coldly. 

This figure was naturally Jian Wushuang. 
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“The Thunder God Palace really values the first-class astral world. The array in the Purple Thunder Star 

World is much more powerful than the one in the Blood Thunder Cliff. I’m afraid that without the 

strength of an Ultimate Ruler, it’s impossible to break the array.” 

Jian Wushuang looked down at the boundless land in front of him. This land was completely covered by 

the array. Through the array, he could see the densely packed buildings and a large number of 

cultivators. 

This land was the foundation of the Thunder God Palace in the Purple Thunder Star World. 

“Fortunately, this magic array is not difficult for me.” 

Jian Wushuang smiled, but the Wuqi Divine Sword had already appeared in his hand. 

Without any hesitation, Jian Wushuang slashed down with his sword in anger. 

Jian Wushuang instantly burst out his strongest power, along with the strength of his divine body. The 

swordsmanship he displayed was the most powerful heaven-opening move. 

Boom! 

The majestic sword light directly cut into the ancient magic formation. Instantly, the entire magic 

formation began to shake violently, as if a huge rock had fallen into the water. 

In the magic formation, many of the cultivators under the command of the Thunder God Palace raised 

their heads. 

“What’s going on?” 

“Someone is attacking the magic formation!” 

“This magic formation was personally set up by the Thunder God Palace. Without the strength of an 

Ultimate Ruler, it’s impossible to move it. But now, it’s shaking so much after just one attack, as if it 

can’t withstand it. Could it be that an Ultimate Ruler is attacking?” 

The experts under the Thunder God Palace were all in an uproar. 



Especially those who were at the peak of the Violet Thunder Star World. 

“Quick, send a message to the palace. Tell them that an Ultimate Ruler is coming. Ask them to send 

reinforcements immediately!” 

“Quick, ask the First Elder or the palace Ruler to come as soon as possible. Otherwise, it will be too 

late!” 

The fifth-level Rulers from the Thunder God Palace had already gathered together in the array. 

These fifth-level Rulers were all extremely powerful. There were even some who stood at the peak of 

the fifth-level. However, none of them could catch up to Emperor Rain Ruler. 

At this moment, these fifth-level Rulers were all filled with panic. 

The Thunder God Palace was one of the strongest forces in the Nine Luminaries Great Star Field. Almost 

no one dared to provoke them. Moreover, the Purple Thunder Star Field was one of the two first-level 

Star Fields under the Thunder God Palace. It could be said that the Thunder God Palace valued the 

resources the most. 

It was precisely because the Thunder God Palace valued the purple thunder star area so much that 

almost no force or expert in the Nine Luminaries Great Star area dared to come to the Purple Thunder 

star area to cause trouble. 

The Rulers who guarded the Purple Thunder star area had always been living an extremely comfortable 

life. However, who would have thought that someone would actually come to kill them today? 

Moreover, judging from the movements of the array formation, the person who came to kill them was 

most likely an Ultimate Ruler. 

The fifth-level Rulers were naturally terrified. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz! 

The entire magic array was shaking crazily, and it was on the verge of collapsing. 

However, in the end, the magic array still withstood Jian Wushuang’s sword. 

“It didn’t collapse?” Jian Wushuang looked at the magic array in surprise, but then he smiled and slashed 

down with the Wuqi Divine Sword again. 

If one sword was not enough, he would do it again. 

Boom! 

The sword light, which was also extremely powerful, mercilessly slashed at the magic formation again. 

The magic formation, which had been on the verge of collapse because of the first sword light, could no 

longer withstand the same attack. It was mercilessly torn apart by the sword light on the spot. 

The entire magic formation collapsed completely, turning into a vast amount of energy and dissipating 

in the void. 



The cultivators of the Thunder God Palace who had been hiding under the formation were now 

completely exposed to Jian Wushuang. 

The cultivators who were looking down at the Thunder God Palace were in a mess. Jian Wushuang did 

not draw his sword again. Instead, he waved his hand and three towering golden stone tablets rose up. 

The three Heaven Suppression Tablets appeared at the same time and almost instantly covered the 

huge buildings below. 

As the Divine Devil Heaven Suppressing Formation was activated, the boundless suppressive force 

instantly pressed down on the cultivators of Thunder God Palace. 

The suppressive force was so strong that even a fifth-level Ruler would find it difficult to resist it. As for 

the fourth-level Rulers, the third-level Rulers, and even the weaker ones, under the suppressive force, 

they even lost their ability to resist. 

Some people even knelt down on the spot. 

“Haha, come in.” 

Jian Wushuang smiled. There was a hidden independent space in the three Heaven Suppression Tablets. 

This independent space was actually a prison used to suppress people. 

Now, Jian Wushuang directly attacked. Ancient Golden Palms extended out from the three Heaven 

Suppression Tablets. The speed of these golden palms was incredible, they dragged the cultivators of 

the Thunder God Palace into the independent space and suppressed them. 

The cultivators of the Thunder God Palace could not resist the Divine Devil Heaven Suppressing 

Formation. 

In just a moment, a large number of cultivators were suppressed by Jian Wushuang into the 

independent space in the Heaven Suppression Tablet. 

The only ones who were not suppressed were the fifth-level Rulers. 

“My divine power is only at the fifth-level. Even if I control the three Heaven Suppression Tablets and 

use the Divine Devil Heaven Suppressing Formation, I won’t be able to suppress the fifth-level Rulers 

directly. But it doesn’t matter. I just need to spend a little more effort,” Jian Wushuang said with a smile, 

he had already rushed toward the crowd in front of him. 

At this moment, more than a dozen fifth-level Rulers of the Thunder God Palace in the Purple Thunder 

Star World had gathered together, but their eyes were filled with fear. 

It must be known that they had just watched as their subordinates had been suppressed by someone. 

None of them had been able to resist at all. 

But now, everyone else had been suppressed, leaving only them behind. 

“Eh?” 

These fifth-level Rulers suddenly raised their heads. They all noticed a figure speeding toward them. 



“Is that a third-level Ruler?” 

“The one attacking us is not an Ultimate Ruler, but a third-level Ruler?” 

“That’s impossible!” 

The Rulers were stunned. 

Jian Wushuang did not bother with them. As soon as he got close, he attacked. 

Sword Shadows appeared in his hands. 5,000 years ago, he could easily kill an expert at the peak of the 

fifth level before he had reached the fourth level of the Supreme-level undying celestial body, although 

there were more than a dozen fifth-level Rulers here, only two or three of them had reached the peak. 

Although there were more of them, Jian Wushuang could still deal with them easily. 

In just a short while, the dozen or so fifth-level Rulers were killed by Jian Wushuang until they were at 

their weakest. Then, they were suppressed by Jian Wushuang. 
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“There are more than a dozen fifth-level Rulers, fourth-level Rulers, and third-level Rulers. As for the 

first-level Rulers, second-level Rulers, and Principle Rulers, there are countless of them. Although I have 

captured many people, I’m afraid that only a dozen fifth-level Rulers and a few fourth-level Rulers are 

worthy of Thunder God Palace’s attention.” 

“But it shouldn’t be a big deal for a big force like the Thunder God Palace to lose so many experts. It 

seems that I don’t have enough chips. I have to catch more experts from the palace,” Jian Wushuang 

thought. 

After making up his mind, Jian Wushuang immediately left the Purple Thunder Star World and rushed to 

the other star worlds under the command of the Thunder God Palace. 

Not long after Jian Wushuang left, a dazzling light lit up on the ground below, followed by a powerful 

aura appearing in the area. 

These people were all experts from the Thunder God Palace who had received the message and rushed 

to the rescue at the fastest speed. The leader of them was the First Elder of the Thunder God Palace. 

!! 

“Where is everyone? Why is there no one here?” The First Elder frowned and looked around. 

His soul power had already spread out, but he did not sense any aura in the vast void around him, 

including the many cultivators under the command of the Thunder God Palace who should have been 

here, there was not a single one. 

“Is he late?” The First Elder immediately understood. 

Although he had rushed here as soon as he received the message. 



It had only taken him a short time to get here from the Thunder God Palace, but there was nothing he 

could do. Jian Wushuang’s speed was too fast. 

With just two strikes, he had broken the formation of the Earth. Then, he used a suppression-type 

principle treasure to directly suppress the many cultivators under him. 

It had only been a short time from Jian Wushuang’s attack to the time when he suppressed all the 

experts and left. The First Elder had indeed failed to catch up. 

“According to the previous news, the person who attacked was a third-level Ruler. However, the 

strength of this third-level Ruler is very likely to be able to suppress all the experts of our Thunder God 

Palace in the Purple Thunder Star World in an extremely short period of time. This third-level Ruler…” 

The First Elder’s eyes were cold. “If I’m not mistaken, it should be the person who attacked Emperor 

Rain previously.” 

The First Elder had guessed that it was Jian Wushuang, but he could not do anything about it. After all, 

he did not know where Jian Wushuang was, and he did not have Jian Wushuang’s communication token, 

so he could not find Jian Wushuang at all. 

In desperation, the First Elder of Thunder God Palace had to take his people back to Thunder God 

Palace. 

However, not long after he returned to Thunder God Palace, there was news that a second-level astral 

world under the command of Thunder God Palace had been attacked by a third-level Ruler in a very 

short period of time, almost all the experts in the second-level astral world had been suppressed by the 

other party. 

Then, another second-level astral world was attacked again.. 

In order to increase his bargaining chip with the Thunder God Palace, Jian Wushuang did not hesitate to 

go to one astral world after another under the control of the palace and attack the experts of the palace. 

He did not kill any of the experts of the palace. Instead, he used a thunderous method to suppress all 

the experts of the palace and locked them in the independent space of the Heaven Suppression Tablet. 

One astral world after another was suppressed. Although the Thunder God Palace had responded and 

issued various orders to deal with Jian Wushuang’s attack, they were all useless. 

However, the result was useless. 

Jian Wushuang definitely had the strength of an Ultimate Ruler, and the Thunder God Palace only had 

three Ultimate Rulers, all of whom were still in the nest of the Thunder God Palace. 

In other words, as long as Jian Wushuang did not go to the nest of the palace, the palace would not be 

able to do anything to him. 

As for the Star Worlds under the palace, although they had a certain amount of power, it was a joke in 

front of Jian Wushuang. He could easily sweep through the second-grade star worlds by himself, he 

could suppress the experts of the Thunder God Palace. 



Just like that, Jian Wushuang swept through one first-level star world, fifteen second-level star worlds, 

and suppressed countless experts of the Thunder God Palace. 

Although the Thunder God Palace was thinking of various countermeasures, so far, they had not 

threatened Jian Wushuang. 

After sweeping through fifteen second-level star worlds, Jian Wushuang finally stopped. 

“15 second-level astral worlds, including the Purple Thunder Star World, all the experts left by the 

Thunder God Palace in these astral worlds have been suppressed by me. So far, I have suppressed more 

than 40 fifth-level Rulers, hundreds of fourth-level Rulers and third-level Rulers, not to mention the 

number of other Rulers and Principle Rulers. There are also some talented geniuses among them. Even 

the Thunder God Palace should care about such a force, right?” Jian Wushuang smiled. 

These experts that he had suppressed would all become his bargaining chips. 

And in his opinion, the bargaining chips he had now might not be enough to make the Thunder God 

Palace nervous or furious, but it was definitely enough to make the Thunder God Palace pay attention. 

At the very least, the Thunder God Palace didn’t dare to ignore this power. Once he went all out and 

killed all these experts that had been suppressed, he believed that the Thunder God Palace would also 

be anxious. 

To be able to reach this point was already enough. 

“With these chips, it should be more than enough. Even if I continue to sweep through an astral world 

and an astral world like this, although I can capture even more experts from the Thunder God Palace, it 

would only be icing on the cake. In addition, the Thunder God Palace isn’t stupid. Previously, it was me 

who acted too quickly. But now, they should have already reacted and ordered those astral world 

experts to hide. They won’t give me the chance to continue suppressing them.” 

“It’s about time. Next, I should go to the Thunder God Palace and have a face-to-face talk with the 

Ultimate Ruler of the Thunder God Palace.” 

Jian Wushuang smiled faintly and immediately set off toward the headquarters of the Thunder God 

Palace. 

At this moment, the Thunder God Palace was already in a state of fury. 

The Thunder God Palace had been dominating the Nine Luminaries Star Field for too long. Over the long 

period of time, the Thunder God Palace had been high and mighty in the Nine Luminaries Star Field. 

Other than the three strongest forces that were on par with him, no one in the Nine Luminaries Great 

Star area dared to provoke the Thunder God Palace. 

Even final realm Rulers generally would not dare to provoke the Thunder God Palace. This was because 

the Thunder God Palace not only had three final realm Rulers, but also had a deep foundation. They had 

all kinds of trump cards and had the ability to kill the final realm Rulers. 

It was because of this that the Thunder God Palace was able to occupy such a vast territory and control 

so many astral worlds. 



But today, the Thunder God Palace was truly provoked. 

Not only was it provoked, it was even humiliated. It was pressed to the ground and rubbed against each 

other. 

The entire Thunder God Palace was naturally furious. 

Chapter 4076: The Negotiations Had Come to an End 

 

Within the Thunder God Palace, the three Ultimate Rulers of the Thunder God Palace, the Thunder God 

Palace Master, the First Elder of the Thunder God Palace, and the Blood Thunder General, had gathered 

together. 

“Have you found out who that person is?” The Thunder God Palace Master asked coldly. 

“No.” The First Elder of the Thunder God Palace shook his head. “If I’m not wrong, this person should be 

from another Star Field. He is an outsider. The reason why he attacked my Thunder God Palace this time 

is related to the person we put a bounty on. Right now, he is sweeping through many Star Worlds under 

my Thunder God Palace and suppressing our experts. I guess he is using these suppressed experts as 

bargaining chips to negotiate with my Thunder God Palace.” 

“Negotiate? Humph!” Thunder God Palace Master snorted and looked around. “Has the order been 

given?” 

“It has been given. The experts of Thunder God Palace have hidden in the Star Worlds that are 

important to us. Even if that person rushed over now, he would only be able to find nothing. As for the 

ordinary Star Worlds, such as a large number of level three Star Worlds, I have also ordered some 

important people to hide,” said the First Elder of Thunder God Palace. 

!! 

“That’s good.” Thunder God Palace Master nodded slightly. 

There were too many Star Worlds under the control of Thunder God Palace. If they allowed Jian 

Wushuang to sweep through them one by one, Thunder God Palace would not be able to withstand it. 

“Since he wants to get enough bargaining chips to negotiate with us, he should come to us if he can’t 

use them,” Thunder God Palace Master said. 

“That should be the case.” The First Elder of Thunder God Palace nodded. 

At this moment… 

“Thunder God Palace Master, come out and talk.” 

A magnificent voice was suddenly transmitted from the void outside of Thunder God Palace, resounding 

in the entire Thunder God Palace. 

The Thunder God Palace Master, the First Elder of Thunder God Palace, and the Blood Thunder General 

immediately raised their heads. 



“He came to our door so soon?” The Thunder God Palace Master narrowed his eyes. 

“How dare he come directly to my Thunder God Palace’s Lair? He’s really courting death.” The First Elder 

of Thunder God Palace smiled coldly. 

“Let’s go and meet him together.” 

The Three Palace Masters left at the same time. 

Jian Wushuang stood alone in the void outside of Thunder God Palace with his hands behind his back. 

He looked down at the ancient sect below. 

It was worthy of being one of the strongest forces in the Nine Luminaries Galaxy. The Thunder God 

Palace’s nest was majestic and beautiful. The sect-protecting formation alone was terrifying. Jian 

Wushuang’s eyesight was not bad. He could tell at a glance that the sect-protecting formation of the 

Thunder God Palace’s nest…it was probably impossible to break in forcefully without the strength of a 

supreme-level expert. 

“The Thunder God Palace’s heritage is extraordinary.” Jian Wushuang could not help but exclaim in 

admiration. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Three figures suddenly burst out of Thunder God Palace and arrived in front of Jian Wushuang. Behind 

them were experts from Thunder God Palace, including the first principle enforcement elder, Emperor 

Rain. 

“The three Ultimate Rulers of Thunder God Palace are all here.” Jian Wushuang looked at the three 

people in front of him with a smile. 

Among them, he had fought with the First Elder of the Thunder God Palace. However, the First Elder was 

clearly standing on the side. The leader was the burly man in purple armor. 

The burly man in purple armor should be the Thunder God Palace Master, a top-notch Ultimate Ruler. 

Jian Wushuang could not help but feel a sense of fear when he glanced at the burly man. 

He was also an Ultimate Ruler, but the Thunder God Palace Master was much stronger than all the other 

Ultimate Rulers he had met before. 

“Thunder God Palace Master, I’ve heard a lot about you.” Jian Wushuang smiled and greeted him as if 

he was an old friend. 

“Humph!” Thunder God Palace Master snorted, “Are you the one who swept through more than ten 

Star Worlds under Thunder God Palace and suppressed many cultivators of Thunder God Palace?” 

“Yes, I am.” Jian Wushuang nodded with a smile. 

“A third-level Ruler can easily defeat a fifth-level Ruler. A top-notch genius like you shouldn’t hide it. Tell 

me your name.” Thunder God Palace Master said. 

“Blood Sword,” Jian Wushuang said. 



“Where are the cultivators under the command of Thunder God Palace?” Thunder God Palace Master 

asked. 

“They are in a suppression-type principle treasure that I carry with me. Don’t worry, they are all alive 

and well. I didn’t kill anyone from your palace.” Jian Wushuang smiled and said, “Thunder God Palace 

Master, let’s talk.” 

“Talk? What a joke.” Thunder God Palace Master sneered, “If you had lowered yourself from the 

beginning and come to my palace to visit me politely, perhaps we would have had a chance to talk. But 

now, you have attacked my palace without saying anything. You have suppressed many of my palace’s 

cultivators and used them as bargaining chips to threaten my palace to talk to you…I’m sorry, my palace 

has stood in the Nine Luminaries Galaxy for so many years and has never been threatened by anyone!” 

“Thunder God Palace Master, do you mean that you don’t care about the lives of the experts of your 

palace?” Jian Wushuang’s eyes turned cold. 

“Haha, they are just dozens of fifth-level Rulers. My palace can afford to lose them. Even if they all die, 

they will die for my palace.” Thunder God Palace Master laughed coldly, there was no hesitation in his 

words. 

“Dozens of fifth-level Rulers, and a large number of third-level and fourth-level Rulers. How could the 

Thunder God Palace not care about so many experts? Thunder God Palace Master is really bold.” Jian 

Wushuang could not help praising. 

“Blood Sword, you have underestimated the Thunder God Palace. The Thunder God Palace has no 

intention to talk to you. Since you dare to come to the Thunder God Palace today, you should leave your 

life behind.” Thunder God Palace Master’s voice was cold, “Go, kill him!” 

With the order of the Palace Master, the First Elder of the Thunder God Palace and the Blood Thunder 

General behind him immediately attacked. 

The two ultimate realm Rulers did not care about their status at this moment. They attacked Jian 

Wushuang at the same time. 

As for the strongest Palace Master, he was not in a hurry to attack. 

“I wanted to use this little bargaining chip to make the palace give in, but now it seems…” Jian 

Wushuang shook his head. He had thought that the negotiation would fail, but he did not expect the 

palace to be so decisive. They did not even talk about it, they wanted to kill him directly. 

“I have no choice. I can only use the second plan to kill the palace and make them compromise.” 

Jian Wushuang’s eyes were cold. The Wuqi Divine Sword appeared in his hand, and an extremely 

powerful aura suddenly rose from his body. 

“Boy, die!” 

A low shout suddenly sounded in the sky. It was the First Elder of the Thunder God Palace. 



The First Elder of the Thunder God Palace had fought with Jian Wushuang before. He knew that 

although Jian Wushuang was only a third-level Ruler, his real strength was not weak. Therefore, he did 

not hold back at the beginning. 

Chapter 4077: The Battle Against the Ultimate Ruler 

 

Buzz! A large amount of green divine power rapidly gathered in the void. 

In the blink of an eye, it actually formed a huge green jade palm that towered into the sky. This jade 

palm contained nine different principles at the same time, perfectly fusing together, causing one’s heart 

to tremble. 

As the cyan jade palm slowly covered down, the void below seemed to be unable to withstand the 

power, and cracks appeared faintly, as if it would collapse at any time. 

Looking at the cyan jade palm slowly covered down, Jian Wushuang smiled coldly and instantly slashed 

out with his Wuqi Divine Sword. 

The strongest power instantly exploded! 

!! 

First move of splitting heaven! 

Whoosh! 

The result was the same as before. The green jade palm was cut in half by the majestic sword light, and 

a large amount of green divine power spread out in all directions. 

“Huh?” 

The First Elder of Thunder God Palace could not help frowning. “This kid seems to be much stronger 

than last time?” 

The First Elder of Thunder God Palace indeed felt that Jian Wushuang’s strength had increased. 

After all, when he fought with Jian Wushuang last time, his giant hand was also cut in half by Jian 

Wushuang’s sword. 

But at that time, he did not use his full strength. It was just a casual attack, and Jian Wushuang had used 

his full strength. 

But now, he had used all his strength. His cyan jade giant hand was much stronger than the palm that 

had attacked Jian Wushuang. In the end, it was still cut in half by Jian Wushuang’s sword. 

There was no doubt that Jian Wushuang was stronger than before. 

Whoosh! 

A ghost-like figure suddenly appeared beside Jian Wushuang. 



It was none other than the Blood Thunder General, who controlled a special troop of the Thunder God 

Palace, which was an assassination troop. 

The Blood Thunder General was also good at assassination. His speed was incredible. 

When he appeared beside Jian Wushuang, the Blood Thunder General drew a line in his palm and a long 

black sword burst out. 

Jian Wushuang had already reacted. He slightly stepped back while Wuqi Divine Sword instantly cut 

across him. 

Clang! 

When the two come into contact, there was a flash of light. 

“Humph!” 

The Blood Thunder General snorted coldly. The dark long sword in his hand, however, was like a 

poisonous snake! Psst! Psst! Psst! 

A sword followed a sword, with the fastest speed burst forward. 

Just in a blink of an eye, the Blood Thunder General directly stabbed hundreds of swords, each sword 

was extremely fast, and the power is extremely terrifying. 

However, to his surprise, Jian Wushuang’s speed was not slow at all. In the blink of an eye, Jian 

Wushuang also stabbed hundreds of times, completely blocking his attack. 

Clang! 

With another sound of metal colliding, Blood Thunder General’s figure floated backward like a ghost. 

“This kid…” Blood Thunder General looked at Jian Wushuang in horror. 

He was an Ultimate Ruler and an assassin. Speed was his specialty. In the blink of an eye, he had stabbed 

out hundreds of times. This was definitely one of his killing moves, but his killing move…had actually 

been completely blocked by this third-level Ruler. 

“Blood Thunder, be careful. This kid isn’t weak at all.” The First Elder of Thunder God Palace appeared 

next to Blood Thunder General and said. 

“I can tell.” Blood Thunder General nodded slightly. “He has already comprehended the principles of the 

universe, and judging from the fact that he was able to keep up with my sword-arts, his comprehension 

of the principles of the universe is quite high. He should be able to at least pass the fourth level of the 

Principle Sea, or even the fifth level.” 

“The fifth level of the Principle Sea?” The First Elder of Thunder God Palace was also shocked. 

They were all Ultimate Rulers, so they knew clearly what it meant for a third-level Ruler to pass the fifth 

level of the Principle Sea. 

“Don’t hold back. Kill him with all your strength,” the First Elder of Thunder God Palace shouted. A 

violent aura rose from his body, and his aura instantly soared. 



Boom! 

The First Elder of Thunder God Palace turned into a huge dark cloud and charged toward Jian 

Wushuang. 

As for General Xue Lei, he also disappeared into the void. 

In the next moment, bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! 

A series of terrifying explosions could be heard. Jian Wushuang had already fought with the First Elder of 

Thunder God Palace in the dark cloud. 

Unlike before, the First Elder of Thunder God Palace was defeated by Jian Wushuang in a head-on 

attack, but now the First Elder of Thunder God Palace was fighting Jian Wushuang in close combat. 

The Blood Thunder General hid in the surrounding void with his body, occasionally giving Jian Wushuang 

a fatal blow. 

The combination of two Ultimate Rulers was extremely terrifying, especially the attack of the Blood 

Thunder General. It was too strange and fast, making it impossible to guard against. 

If it were an ordinary Ultimate Ruler, he would probably be in an extremely difficult situation when 

facing the combined attack of the two. He might even be able to set up a formation very quickly. 

However, Jian Wushuang was different. 

Although Jian Wushuang was not an Ultimate Ruler, and his strength was not even comparable to an 

Ultimate Ruler to a certain extent, his advantage was something that most Ultimate Rulers did not have. 

That was because his comprehension of the universe principles was too high. His comprehension of the 

universe principles was extremely high, and it was perfectly combined with sword principle. This made 

his swordsmanship extremely mysterious, not only could he easily withstand the head-on attack of the 

First Elder of the Thunder God Palace, but he could also react in time to the repeated attacks of the 

Blood Thunder General and easily withstand them. 

Even if it was one against two, he would not be at a disadvantage. 

“Although both of them are very strong, they can indeed defeat an ordinary Ultimate Ruler. 

Unfortunately, they are facing me.” Jian Wushuang also smiled. 

In fact, for an expert like him who had a high comprehension of the universe principles and could 

combine sword principle, the best way to defeat him was to break the principle with force and crush him 

with his powerful strength. 

It would be a joke if the First Elder of the Thunder God Palace and the Blood Thunder General came to 

fight him in close combat. 

The swordsmanship that he displayed was far more exquisite than the First Elder of the Thunder God 

Palace and the Blood Thunder General. If it were not for the fact that he was weaker than the Ultimate 

Ruler and the Blood Thunder General’s assassination techniques were indeed powerful…he had long 

repelled these two people. 



The First Elder of the Thunder God Palace and the Blood Thunder General had also realized this. 

“No, his swordsmanship is too profound. It’s much more exquisite than our attacks. If we fight him in 

close combat, we’re just asking for it.” The First Elder of the Thunder God Palace said in a low voice. 

“This kid is indeed very strong. We can’t take him down with just the two of us.” The Blood Thunder 

General said. 

While they were talking, they all looked behind them at the same time. The Thunder God Palace Master 

was there. 

Chapter 4078: Thunder God Palace Master Made His Move 

 

Thunder God Palace Master stood in the surrounding void and did not make his move. 

After all, he was the strongest person in Thunder God Palace. Even among the Ultimate Rulers, he was 

extremely strong and could even be called a peak existence. 

He was Thunder God Palace’s greatest reliance. 

But it was precisely because of this that he would not act rashly. Because once he personally acted, it 

meant that the Thunder God Palace had been pushed to the limit by the other party. 

Moreover, the person who was currently charging in front of them was only a third-tier Ruler. The 

Thunder God Palace Master had to maintain his identity first. Secondly, he also believed that the 

Thunder God Palace’s First Elder and the Blood Thunder General Ruler working together…it would be 

enough to take him down. 

!! 

However, the reality was completely beyond his expectations. 

The First Elder of Thunder God Palace and the Blood Thunder General, two Ultimate Rulers, had joined 

hands and unleashed their full strength, but they could not do anything to this third-level Ruler! 

Seeing the pleading eyes of the First Elder of Thunder God Palace and the Blood Thunder General, 

Thunder God Palace Master’s face turned ashen. After a long while, he finally sighed. 

“You two, leave,” Thunder God Palace Master said. 

The First Elder of Thunder God Palace and Blood Thunder General immediately retreated. After leaving 

Jian Wushuang, they still looked at Jian Wushuang with a trace of horror. 

Perhaps the onlookers could not see it, but they knew very well that since the two of them fought with 

Jian Wushuang in close combat, not only did the opponent not feel much pressure, but he also became 

much more relaxed, he easily blocked their attacks as if he was strolling in the garden. 

From the beginning to the end, their attacks did not cause any pressure to the other party. 

On the contrary, it was the other party’s exquisite swordsmanship that made the two of them feel great 

pressure at all times. 



“Palace Master, this kid’s comprehension of the universe principles is too high, and his swordsmanship is 

also very mysterious. If his strength is not much different from his, he can completely rely on his 

comprehension of the universe principles to easily play us,” the First Elder of Thunder God Palace said 

softly. 

“I see.” Thunder God Palace Master nodded slightly, but his eyes were unusually cold. 

“A third-level Ruler can make two Ultimate Rulers of Thunder God Palace helpless. Blood Sword, you are 

very powerful!” Thunder God Palace Master stared at Jian Wushuang. “Ever since I became the Thunder 

God Palace Master, there is almost no one in the Nine Luminaries Galaxy that I admire. But today, I can’t 

admire you. Without a doubt, you are the most terrifying genius that I have seen in my many years of 

life!” 

The First Elder of the Thunder God Palace and the Blood Thunder General looked extremely solemn. 

They both agreed with the words of the Thunder God Palace Master. 

A third-level Ruler was able to fight head-on with their Ultimate Ruler, and they could not do anything to 

him even if they joined hands. How difficult was that? 

Even in the entire universe, it would be difficult to find such a formidable third-level Ruler? 

“Thunder God Palace Master, there’s no need to compliment me. You can either do it yourself or tell me 

everything I want to know,” Jian Wushuang said with a smile. 

“In that case, it seems that I’ll have to do it myself,” Thunder God Palace Master said calmly. 

Although Thunder God Palace Master’s words were very calm, Jian Wushuang immediately became 

vigilant. 

After all, Thunder God Palace Master was not the same as the previous two. 

Whether it was the First Elder of Thunder God Palace or the Blood Thunder General Ruler, although they 

were both Ultimate Rulers, they were only ordinary Ultimate Rulers. 

But Thunder God Palace Master was considered to be at the top level among the Ultimate Rulers! 

Before Jian Wushuang decided to kill his way to Thunder God Palace, he had carefully inquired about the 

strength gap between the Ultimate Rulers of Devil Flame. Devil Flame told him that the strength gap 

between each level of the Ultimate Rulers was very huge. 

Generally speaking, those who could reach the top level among the Ultimate Rulers could be more than 

ten times stronger than ordinary Ultimate Rulers! 

“Thunder God Palace Master, let me see how strong you are, the strongest expert of the Thunder God 

Palace.” Jian Wushuang narrowed his eyes, but there was a hint of excitement in them. 

Thunder God Palace Master did not say anything else. He just looked at Jian Wushuang coldly. 

The next moment, a huge axe appeared in his hand. 



It was a red-gold huge axe. It was five meters long and was surrounded by layers of golden thunderbolts. 

These golden thunderbolts danced wildly in the void, an extremely violent aura was transmitted from 

the huge axe. 

“It’s a medium-grade principle treasure. It’s almost close to an upper-grade principle treasure.” Jian 

Wushuang narrowed his eyes slightly. 

He could tell that the huge axe that Thunder God Palace Master took out was not much weaker than his 

Wuqi Divine Sword. 

“Die!” 

Thunder God Palace Master said lightly. 

As soon as he finished his words, he chopped down with the light golden axe in his hand. 

There were no fancy moves, and Thunder God Palace Master did not want to fight Jian Wushuang in 

close combat. After all, he knew that Jian Wushuang had a very high comprehension of the universe 

principles, his swordsmanship was much more exquisite than his axe skills. 

However, Thunder God Palace’s advantage was also very obvious. It was pure power. 

He could easily kill the Ultimate Ruler of the fifth level with a casual attack. 

And now, he was using his full strength…as the earth-shaking and terrifying power swept out, countless 

experts watching the battle showed fear and awe. 

Even the First Elder of the Thunder God Palace and the Blood Thunder General, the two Ultimate Rulers, 

could not help but feel frightened. 

The power of the axe of the Thunder God Palace Master was too strong. 

It was more than ten times stronger than the most powerful attack of the First Elder of the Thunder God 

Palace and the Blood Thunder General! 

The Mighty Axe Shadow slashed directly at Jian Wushuang. When the axe shadow arrived, it had 

completely sealed off the void around Jian Wushuang, giving him no room to escape or dodge. 

It was purely using force to suppress others! 

“Humph!” 

Jian Wushuang also appeared as fast as lightning and unleashed his strongest power at this moment. 

The mighty power continued to merge into his Wuqi Divine Sword. In the next moment, he directly 

slashed out with his strongest move, the first move of splitting heaven. 

This sword attack was previously able to cut off the cyan crystal jade palm condensed by the First Elder 

of the Thunder God Palace. 

At this moment, this majestic sword light collided with the Mighty Axe Shadow. 

Bang! 



A low sound of collision rang out, and the surrounding void seemed to tremble at this moment. 

Jian Wushuang only felt a terrifying power that was completely superior to his own. His heaven-cleaving 

first move sword skill instantly collapsed, but the Mighty Golden Axe Shadow did not lose its 

momentum, in an instant, it completely submerged his body. 

Bang! 

The axe shadow directly hacked Jian Wushuang’s body, directly cutting him into the ground below. A 

huge hole appeared out of nowhere. 

… 

Chapter 4079: No Injuries? 

 

“So powerful!” 

The hearts of many experts from Thunder God Palace, including the First Elder of Thunder God Palace 

and Blood Thunder General, twitched when they saw that Jian Wushuang was instantly cut into the 

ground below. 

He was indeed terrifyingly powerful. 

After all, the First Elder of Thunder God Palace and Blood Thunder General could not do anything to Jian 

Wushuang when they joined hands just now. 

However, the Thunder God Palace Master had completely crushed Jian Wushuang with only one blow. 

!! 

At the same time, the supreme Ruler, the Thunder God Palace Master, was more powerful than the First 

Elder of the Thunder God Palace and the Blood Thunder General. 

“Is the Ruler called Blood Sword dead?” 

“Such a terrible blow directly hit his divine body. He is only a third-level Ruler. Even if he doesn’t die, I’m 

afraid he won’t have a good ending.” 

“Tell him to come to my Thunder God Palace to provoke us. In my opinion, he’s dead for sure.” 

Many cultivators of the Thunder God Palace began to discuss among themselves. They all looked down 

at the pit in the ground. 

Suddenly…whoosh! 

A bolt of lightning shot out from the pit and appeared in the void in the blink of an eye. 

“Haha, as expected of Thunder God Palace Master. His strength is much stronger than that of other 

Ultimate Rulers.” A hearty laughter echoed in the world. 

Seeing Jian Wushuang reappear in the void, and sensing that his aura was not weakened at all, the 

experts of Thunder God Palace were stunned. 



“How could it be?” 

“It’s fine that he’s not dead, but why is he still alive and kicking?” 

“His aura is not weakened at all? Could it be that the axe just now did not hurt him?” 

The experts of Thunder God Palace widened their eyes in disbelief. 

“This is impossible!” The First Elder of Thunder God Palace and the Blood Thunder General shouted at 

the same time. 

They were both Ultimate Rulers with the protection of lower-grade principle true treasure armors. 

However, even they would be injured by the axe of Thunder God Palace Master. 

As for Jian Wushuang, although his battle strength was not much weaker than theirs, he was only a 

third-level Ruler? 

A third-level Ruler should not be able to protect his body as well as theirs, right? 

How could he take the blow and still be unharmed? 

“This kid…” Palace Master Thor narrowed his eyes slightly. 

In fact, he was as shocked as the First Elder of Thunder God Palace and the Chief of Blood Thunder 

Army. However, Jian Wushuang did not seem to be injured when he reappeared in front of him. 

“Could it be that this kid has some special treasures, such as some powerful and heaven-defying elixirs, 

that can heal his injuries in an instant?” Thunder God Palace Master could not help but think, but his 

expression soon recovered, “I’d like to see if you really have such a great ability.” 

Thunder God Palace Master attacked again and raised the giant axe in his hand. However, the moment 

he raised the giant axe this time, the momentum was even greater. 

The destructive aura condensed in the giant axe was even stronger. 

“Humph!” 

As Thunder God Palace Master snorted, the giant axe in his hand hacked down again. 

The same axe, which used force to suppress people, was not fancy, but more powerful and powerful. 

The mighty shadow of the axe once again arrived in front of Jian Wushuang. 

However, this time, Jian Wushuang did not intend to use the sword skill of the first move of heaven to 

fight head-on. Instead, he directly activated the sword formation. 

Buzz! A special energy fluctuation spread out. 

Streams of special sword essence surged crazily, forming layers of tough sword domains. 

In a short while, Jian Wushuang had condensed nearly 100 earth sword domains in front of him. 

Moreover, these earth sword domains were perfectly combined in a special way, forming a huge and 

complete sword formation of earth protection! 



It was Jian Wushuang’s most powerful protective move, the Earth Guardian Sword Formation! 

As Jian Wushuang’s use of the universal principles continued to improve, and with the perfect 

combination of sword principle, the power of this sword formation was much stronger than before. 

This sword formation was definitely Jian Wushuang’s most powerful protective move. 

Boom! 

The Axe Shadow with astonishing power finally arrived in front of Jian Wushuang and directly hit the 

Earth Guardian Sword Formation. 

The entire Earth Guardian Sword Formation began to tremble crazily at this moment. Layer after layer of 

the Emperor Sword realm was destroyed one after another. 

In the blink of an eye, more than half of the Earth Guardian Sword Formation was destroyed, but the 

giant axe was still extremely powerful and continued to attack. 

Finally, all the Earth Sword Realms in the Earth Guardian Sword Formation were destroyed. The Earth 

Guardian Sword Formation was split open by the Axe Shadow. 

“My Earth Guardian Sword Formation was defeated?” Jian Wushuang secretly clicked his tongue, but he 

was not surprised. 

After all, he was an ultimate dominator at the top level, and he had used his ultimate move. It was 

normal for him to break through the Earth Guardian Sword Formation. 

However, after the axe shadow destroyed the Earth Guardian Sword Formation, more than half of its 

power had been consumed. Although the remaining power continued to pass through, it was weakened 

by the armor of the principle-type supreme treasure on Jian Wushuang’s body, not much of it had 

actually passed through Jian Wushuang’s divine body. 

Jian Wushuang’s divine body was also comparable to an inferior-grade principle supreme treasure, so it 

was not a big deal for him to take the attack head-on. 

On the surface, after taking the attack, Jian Wushuang was only knocked back a relatively long distance 

before he regained his balance. 

Jian Wushuang still had a smile on his face, “Thunder God Palace Master, was that your strongest 

attack? 

“If that’s all you’ve got, I’m afraid you’ll be disappointed today. With such little strength, you won’t even 

be able to hurt me, let alone kill me.” 

Although Jian Wushuang’s words sounded arrogant, he was telling the truth. 

Thunder God Palace Master’s attack could not hurt him. 

The experts of Thunder God Palace were completely stunned. 

“He, he is really not injured?” 

“He took Palace Master’s axe head-on like nothing happened? His aura did not weaken at all!” 



“Where did this Blood Sword come from?!” 

Not only the experts of Thunder God Palace, but also the three Ultimate Rulers of Thunder God Palace. 

Thunder God Palace Master, the First Elder of Thunder God Palace, and Blood Thunder General Ruler all 

looked extremely gloomy. 

Especially Thunder God Palace Master. 

If it was the first axe, Thunder God Palace Master suspected that Jian Wushuang was just putting on an 

act, or that he had been seriously injured and only recovered the instant elixir or special treasure. 

However, he had clearly seen the whole process of the second axe. There was no such thing as putting 

on an act or swallowing a treasure to recover divine power. 

Jian Wushuang took his axe head-on, but he was not injured at all! 
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“How is this possible? How is he not injured?” The First Elder of Thunder God Palace roared. 

“The sword array he just displayed should be a protective sword array. It is extremely powerful, but 

Palace Master’s axe is even more powerful. Although the most powerful axe of Palace Master was 

weakened by the sword array by more than half, the remaining power still hit him. He has a principle 

true treasure armor, but the power of that axe can not be completely blocked by the principle true 

treasure armor. Even if only 10 percent of the power of that axe was transmitted to his divine body, it 

should be enough to kill a third-level Ruler easily. At the very least, it should be enough to severely 

injure him, right? 

“But the result…” the Blood Thunder General frowned. 

It was only now that they realized what a terrifying monster this Ruler called Blood Sword was. 

He was only a third-tier Ruler, but his combat power was comparable to an Ultimate Ruler. His 

comprehension of the principles of the universe was incredible. 

!! 

At the same time, his protective means were extremely heaven-defying. Even the most powerful axe of 

Thunder God Palace Master could not hurt him at all. 

“Where did this monster come from?” The First Elder of Thunder God Palace could not help but ask. He 

looked at Jian Wushuang with a hint of fear in his eyes. 

Indeed, it was fear. 

Although Jian Wushuang did not seem to be very strong at the moment, he was still only a third-level 

Ruler. 

If he could not defeat a third-level Ruler, what would happen when he made a breakthrough and 

reached the fourth, fifth, or Ultimate Ruler level? 



By then, the Thunder God Palace would be no different from an ant in front of the Blood Sword Ruler? 

“Thunder God Palace Master.” 

Jian Wushuang’s voice rang out again. “Is that really your strongest move?” 

Hearing Jian Wushuang’s words, Thunder God Palace Master frowned and fell silent. 

“It seems so.” Jian Wushuang nodded slightly, he continued, “Your Thunder God Palace has been an 

overlord in the Nine Luminaries Galaxy for so many years. With such a deep foundation, you must have 

many trump cards. Why don’t you try them out and see if they can kill me?” 

Thunder God Palace Master fell silent again. 

It was true that Thunder God Palace had some trump cards. 

However, even if he used his strongest trump card, he was not confident that he could kill the Blood 

Sword Ruler in front of him. Instead, he had wasted his strongest trump card. 

Although he did not want to admit it, Thunder God Palace Master knew very well that with the strength 

of Thunder God Palace, he could not kill the Blood Sword Ruler in front of him. Even if Thunder God 

Palace was desperate, they could not do it. 

“I have given you a chance. It seems that your Thunder God Palace can’t Seize It. In that case, I will show 

you my skills next.” Jian Wushuang’s eyes suddenly turned cold. 

“What do you want to do?” Thunder God Palace Master stared at Jian Wushuang. 

Jian Wushuang smiled coldly, but his body suddenly moved. 

Like a ghost, he directly slashed toward the Void to the side. In that direction was the Blood Thunder 

General. 

“Blood Thunder, be careful!” Thunder God Palace Master warned him. 

The Blood Thunder General was already alert, but he was not afraid when he saw Jian Wushuang 

coming toward him. 

Although Jian Wushuang’s battle strength was not weaker than his, he was not much stronger than him. 

Logically, Jian Wushuang should not be a threat to him in a one-on-one fight. 

However, soon, Blood Thunder General’s expression changed. 

“So fast!” Blood Thunder General’s eyes turned red. 

He was ready to attack when he saw Jian Wushuang appear in front of him, but he did not expect Jian 

Wushuang’s sword move to be so fast. 

It was unbelievably fast. It was so fast that he, the Ultimate Ruler, had no time to block it. 

It was a swordsmanship that was performed right under his nose. He had seen Jian Wushuang’s sword, 

but he could not block it at all. 

He could not keep up with Jian Wushuang’s speed at all. 



“How can it be so fast?” Blood Thunder General Ruler was in disbelief. He could only watch as Jian 

Wushuang’s cold sword light passed through his divine body. 

“Huh?” Blood Thunder General Ruler was stunned. “The power of this sword seems to be very 

ordinary.” 

It was indeed very ordinary. The moment the sword light flashed past, Blood Thunder General Ruler did 

not feel much. The power of that sword was very ordinary. It had probably only reached the threshold of 

an Ultimate Ruler. Although it had struck his body…however, he had the protection of his principle true 

treasure armor, so this sword attack could not hurt him at all. 

“Is it just fast?” Blood Thunder General Ruler could not help but think. 

But in the next moment, his eyes widened. 

“Oh no!” 

Blood Thunder General Ruler’s eyes were red, as if he was about to spit blood. 

At this moment, he was enduring an extremely terrifying attack. 

This terrifying attack came from the venom attack carried by the Wuqi Divine Sword! 

Yes, Jian Wushuang’s sword was indeed fast, but its power was very ordinary. Under normal 

circumstances, it could not hurt Blood Thunder General Ruler, but if the Wuqi Divine Sword was infused 

with venom, it would be completely different. 

The moment the venom touched the Blood Thunder General’s body along the Wuqi Divine Sword, it 

immediately passed through the principle true treasure armor and entered the Blood Thunder General’s 

divine body. 

The Blood Thunder General’s true treasure armor could resist material damage, but it could not resist 

the corrosion of the pervasive venom. 

In an instant, the terrifying power of the drop of venom completely exploded in the Blood Thunder 

General’s divine body. 

“Pu!” 

A large mouthful of fresh blood violently spurted out from the Blood Thunder General’s mouth. This 

Blood Thunder General was an Ultimate Ruler, and at this moment, he was so frightened that his face 

turned pale. His divine power was being consumed at an inconceivable speed. 

In just an instant, his divine power had actually been consumed by more than 70%. 

Fortunately, after consuming more than 70% of his divine power, he was able to temporarily suppress 

the erosive power within his body. 

“Blood Thunder!” 

“Blood Thunder!” 



Thunder God Palace Master and the First Elder of Thunder Palace had already arrived beside the Blood 

Thunder General. Both of them looked anxious. 

The Blood Thunder General slowly opened his eyes, “That was close. I almost died!” 

The Blood Thunder General knew very well that he had indeed walked on the edge of life and death just 

now. He almost died. 

“Blood Sword!” 

Seeing the miserable look on Blood Thunder General’s face, Thunder God Palace Master could not help 

gnashing his teeth. 

Jian Wushuang also looked over, “Thunder God Palace Master, you may not know this, but I have two 

different kinds of poison. The one I just used on Blood Thunder General was only a drop worth 1,000 

origin stones, but I have a drop worth 5,000 origin stones, and a stronger one. Do you want to try it?” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Jian Wushuang waved his hand and a drop of pitch-black poison, which 

emitted a terrifying aura, appeared in front of him. 

… 

 


